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Introduction 
In this paper (Theorem 3.7) we compute the low-dimensional homotopy groups 
of certain (n+ 1)-ads (X; X l, ...,An) for which XI, ...,Xn forms an open cover of 
X. We use this in Theorem 3.8 to generalise the result of Barratt and Whitehead 
[1,5.3] on (n+ 1)-ads (X;XI , . . . ,Xn)  for which 
n 
x :  U 
i= l  
where X{/} denotes ~ j , iX j .  They show that if C= ~=l  Xj is simply connected, the 
(X{i}, C) are qrconnected (qi > 2), and Q = ql +""  + qn, then nm (X; X1, ..., Xn) = 0 
for m<_Q and 
(n -  1)! n 
nQ+I(X;X1,...,Xn) = O) ® 
i=l  
We show here that C need only be path-connected, and we also get results when 
some of the qi are 1 (so that the groups involved need not be abelian). 
For n = 2 the results generalise the classical Blakers-Massey theorem, and are due 
to Brown and Loday [2-4]; we follow their methods. These involve cat n-groups (or 
n-cat-groups) as defined in [8, 1.2]. In fact it is convenient to replace catn-groups 
by more combinatorial lgebraic systems which we call crossed n-cubes; a crossed 
1-cube is a crossed module, and the crossed n-cubes are the higher-dimensional 
crossed modules of the title. 
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The equivalence of cat n-groups and crossed n-cubes is demonstrated in Section 
1. In the course of it (Theorem 1.2) we solve the following group-theoretic problem 
(partly solved by End [6, Theorem D]): given groups MA CA C-{ 1,..., n}.) and func- 
tions h:M~ x MB--'MAuB (A, BC { 1, ..., n}) find necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for there to be a group structure on the set-theoretic Cartesian product I] M s 
such that the h are restrictions of the commutator. 
We make use of particular kinds of crossed n-cubes ('r-universal'); these are 
studied in Section 2. The applications to (n + 1)-ads can be found in Section 3. 
Throughout he paper n is a non-negative integer and <n)= {1, ..., n}. If A is a 
set, then tAI denotes its cardinality. For a and b elements of a group, [a, b] is the 
commutator aba-lb-l. All spaces have base-points and all ~ maps are base-point 
preserving. 
The present paper improves on the description of crossed n-cubes in [5]. 
1. Crossed n-cubes 
Recall from [8] that a catn-group (called there an n-cat-group) is a group G to- 
gether with 2n endomorphisms si, ti (1 _< i<_n) such that 
tisi=si, siti=ti, [Kersi, Kerti]=l for all i, 
sisj=sjsi, titj=tjti, sitj=tjsi ~ for ig:j. 
From [8, 2.2, 5.2] a catl-group is equivalent to a crossed module and a cat2-group 
to a crossed square. (The definition of a crossed square is due to Guin-Walery and 
Loday [7].) We shall show that in general a catn-group is equivalent to a crossed 
n-cube as defined below. Recall that <n) is { 1, ..., n}. 
Definition. A crossed n-cube is a family of groups MA (A C (n)) together with 
homomorphisms ~li : M A "~ MA \ { i} ( i ~ < n ), A C (n)) and functions h : M A × MB--) 
MAU B (A, BC (n)) such that if ab denotes h(a,b)b for aEM A and b~MB with 
ACB,  then for a,a'eMA, b,b'eMB, ceM c and for i, je<n), 
lzia=a if iCiA, 
f l i ] l ja -~- ~l flllia, 
 ih(a, b) = hOzi   ib), 
h(a,b)=h(lzia, b)=h(a,l~i b) if i~A and i~B, 
h(a,a')=[a,a'], 
h(a,b)=h(b,a) -1, 
h(a,b)=l i f a= l  o rb=l ,  
h(aa" b) = ah(a" b)h(a, b), 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
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h(a, bb') = h(a, b)bh(a, b'), 
ah(h(a- l, b), c)Ch(h(c- l, a), b)bh(h(b- l,c), a) = 1, 
ah(b,c)=h(ab, ac) if ACB and ACC.  
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
A morphism of  crossed n-cubes (MA)~(M~) is a family of homomorphisms 
MA--,M~ (A C <n)) which commute with the maps/z i and the functions h. 
Note that (1)-(2) amount o saying that the MA and the ~/i form a commutative 
n-cube of groups, or, more formally, a functor on the partially ordered set of sub- 
sets of (n). Note also that (6)-(11) are standard commutator relations. One may 
therefore get an example of a crossed n-cube as follows: M{I}, ... ,M{n} are normal 
subgroups of a group M~, Mn = Ni~A M{i} for A ~/:0,  the/~i are inclusions and the 
h are restrictions of the commutator in M0. 
Note also that if A C B, then (a, b) ~ ab : MA × MB-" MB defines an action of MA 
on MB, by (7)-(9). 
In view of (1) and (4)-(6), many of the/z i and h are redundant. For n = 1 the 
definition can be simplified considerably, and one finds that it reduces to that of 
a crossed module (see for example [8, 2.1]). For general n, however, the conditions 
are easier to state if one keeps the redundant functions. 
We shall show that a cat n-group is equivalent to a crossed n-cube. We use two 
results concerning a simpler situation, in which the/zi are dropped. Note that in a 
catn-group the si are projections (that is, sisi=si), since 
sisi = si tisi = tisi = si. 
Our simplification of a catn-group will be a group G with n commuting projections 
sl, ...,sn, as studied in [6] (though we do not require sl . . .s  n to be trivial). 
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a group with n commuting projections sl, ...,sn. For 
A C (n) let 
M A=~ Kersi N~ Imsi 
i~A igA 
and for A, BC <n) let h :MA xMs-- ,MAv s be the restriction of  the commutator 
function in G. Then 
O) for any total ordering of  the subsets of  <n) the multiplication function 
(XA ) I-[ XA : ]-I MA C 
A AC(n) 
is bijective; 
(ii) G can be obtained from the free product of the MA by imposing the relations 
h(a,b)= [a,b] (a~Ma, beMB,  A, BC(n)): 
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This is [6, Theorems A and B]; a proof will be given below. Note that the total 
ordering of the subsets of <n) in (i) is completely arbitrary and need have no connec. 
tion with the partial ordering by inclusion. Note also that the bijection in (i) is not 
usually a homomorphism. For n = 1 the theorem essentially says that G is a semi- 
direct product of M{I } and Mo. 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that MA (A C (n)) is a family o f  groups and h : MA X Ms~ 
MAUB (A, BC <n)) is a family of  functions. Then the following statements are equi- 
valent: 
(i) There is a group G with n commuting projections l,..., sn such that 
MA = ~ Ker SiN N Im Si for A C (n) 
i~A ieA  
and the h are restrictions o f  the commutator function in G, 
(ii) Equations (5)-(11) hold. 
This generalises [6, Theorem D] and will be proved below. For n = 1 it says that 
there is a semi-direct product of M0 with M{1 } if and only if Ma acts on M{I}. 
Assuming Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 we can prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 1.3. The categories of  catn-groups and crossed n-cubes are equivalent. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2 a group G with n commuting projections l , . . . ,  sn is equi- 
valent to a pair of families (MA, h) satisfying (5)-(11). The equivalence is given by 
MA = ~ Ker sin ~ Ires i, 
iEA lea  
h(a,b)=[a,b] for a~M A, b~M B, 
G= ( * MA)/(h(a,b)= [a,b]) ,
where the final statement comes from Theorem 1.1 (ii). It suffices to show that endo- 
morphisms t i of G making (G, si, ti) a catn-group are equivalent to homomorphisms 
la i : M A ~ M,4 \ { i} satisfying (1)-(4). 
Note that for a ~ MA, 
1, i~A,  
s ia  = a, i CiA, 
since sisi=si. It is now easy to check that an endomorphism ti of G satisfying 
siti=ti and sjti=tisj for j :gi  is equivalent o homomorphisms lzi:MA-~MA\{i} 
satisfying (3); one takes the/z i to be restrictions of ti. It is also easy to check that 
tisi=si is equivalent to (1) and tity= tjti is equivalent to (2). It remains to show that 
[Ker si, Ker ti] = 1 is equivalent to (4). 
For this we use Theorem 1. l(ii). For the fixed i under consideration, order the 
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subsets of <n) so that if i~A,  then A immediately precedes A \{i}.  It is then ap- 
parent hat Ker si is generated by the elements a~ MA (i e A) and Ker ti is generated 
by the elements b- 1 (tib) (b ~ M s, i ~ B). So [Ker si, Ker ti] = 1 is equivalent o 
[a, b- 1 ( t  i b) ]  = 1 for a e MA, b e Ms,  i E A, i • B. Since 
[a, b- ~ (t ib)] = b - 1 [a, b] - 1 [a, ti b] b, 
this is equivalent to h (a, b) = h (a,/zib) for a e MA, b e M s, i • A, i e B, which is one 
half of (4). Since the other half (h(a, b) = h(Izia, b)) is redundant in view of (6), this 
completes the proof. [] 
Next we give a proof of Theorem 1. l(i) more direct than that in [6]. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1(i). Let x~G;  we must show that x= 1-IAc<n>XA for unique 
XA •MA. For uniqueness, suppose x= 1-[AC<n> XA with XA eMA. Then 
(where I[ sj is a composite), which can be solved for XA in terms of x and the xB 
for which B is a proper subset of A. Inductively, therefore, x determines the xA. 
For existence, define elements xA of G inductively by (12). Putting A = <n) gives 
X = I ' IBc (n)XB,  SO it remains to show that XA eMA. We use induction on the size of 
A. For i eA ,  applying si to (12) and then using (12) with A replaced by A \ {i} gives 
,,)x 
BCA j~ {i} BCA\{i} 
Now the inductive hypothesis tells us that if B is a proper subset of A, then sixB = xB 
for BC A \ {i }, and sixB = 1 otherwise. It follows that sixA = 1, so XA e Ker si. For 
i¢A the inductive hypothesis and (12) immediately give xA ~Imsi. So 
xA • ~) Ker sin ~ Im si = MA , 
ieA i~A 
as required. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1(i). [] 
It is straightforward to verify that (i) implies (ii) in Theorem 1.2. To prove the 
converse, and to prove Theorem 1. l(ii), we use the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.4. Suppose that (Ma,h) is a family of  groups and functions atisfying 
(5)-(11). Let ~b be a family of  subsets of (n) closed under union and let 
P~=(Ae~* MA)/(h(a'b):ta'b] f°r  aeMA" b~MB with A, BeO).  
Then for some total ordering of  O, the multiplication function 
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A A¢O 
is bijective. 
Proof  of Theorem 1.1(ii). Let P be Pa, where 1"2 is the family of all subsets of (n). 
Since (i) implies (ii) in Theorem 1.2, one can apply Lemma 1.4 to (MA,h). Then 
Lemma 1.4 and Theorem 1.1(i) combine to show that the evident homomorphism 
P-* G is bijective, which is what is required. [] 
Proof  of Theorem 1.2. (ii) ~ (i). Let G be Pa, where £2 is the family of all subsets 
of (n). We can define commuting projections i on G as follows: if a~MA,  then 
I 1, i~A,  s ia  --  a, leA .  
The canonical homomorphisms MA--* G then restrict o give homomorphisms 
MA -* A Ker sit'l A Im si. 
i~A i~A 
By Lemma 1.4 and Theorem 1. l(ii) these must be isomorphisms. This completes the 
proof. [] 
It remains to prove Lemma 1.4. We use induction on the size of O, the case • = 
being trivial. If • is not empty, then let A be a minimal member of • and let 
= • \ {A }. The inductiVe hypothesis applies to ~, so it suffices to prove that P~ 
is a semi-direct product of M A and P~,. Now P~ is obtained from MA*P~ by im- 
posing the relations 
h (b, c) = [b, c] for b E MB, c • M c with B, C ~ O, where B = A or C = A. 
The relations with B = C=A already hold in iliA, by (5), and the relations with 
B = A are equivalent to those with C =A, by (6). So the only relations needed are 
h(a, b) = [a, b] for a ~ MA, b ~ MB, B ~ qJ. Now h(a, b) = [a, b] is equivalent o 
h(a, b)b = aba-1, so it suffices to show that the functions 
(a,b)~.h(a,b)b:MAXMB-*P~, Be  ~P 
determine an action of MA on P~. 
To do this, we note that for f'Lxed a ¢ M A the function b ~ h (a, b)b: M B-* P~, is a 
homomorphism by (9) (the relations of Py, yield bh(a, b ' )= bh(a, b')b-1 in P~ for 
b, b' ~ MB). These homomorphisms determine an endomorphism ~,(a) of P~ because 
of the following lemma, which will be proved later. 
Lemma 1.5. For a e MA, b e MB, c ~ Mc with B, C ~ ~P, 
h(a, h(b, c))h(b, c)  = b)b, c)c] 
inP~,. 
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Also, the function 7"MA ~ End P~ is actually a homomorphism into Aut P~,, 
i.e. an action of MA on P~,, because of (7) and (8). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 1.4 assuming Lemma 1.5. [] 
Proof of Lemma 1.5. We shall need three identities in P~. First, since 
e ~, h(a, e)e:ME~P~, 
is a homomorphism for E • ~u, by (9), 
(h(a,e)e)- l=h(a,e-l)e -1 for e•ME,  Ee  ~P. (13) 
Consequently, 
eh(e-l,a)=h(a,e)e for e•ME,  E•  ~, (14) 
for (6) gives eh(e- 1, a) = eh(a, e- 1)- l = (h(a, e- l)e-l)- 1, which is equal to h(a, e)e by 
(13). Finally, 
bh(a,d)d=h(a,b)b where d=h(a- l ,b-1) ,  (15) 
for 
bh(a, d)d = bad 
=bah(a-l,b-1 ) 
= bh (aa- 1, b- 1)h (a, b- 1)- 1 by (8) 
= bh(b- l, a) by (7) and (6) 
=h(a,b)b by (14). 
We next prove Lemma 1.5 in three special cases. 
Case 1: A C B and A C C. Here Lemma 1.5 reduces to (11). 
Case 2: A C C and B arbitrary. This follows from Case 1: 
h(a, h(b, c))h(b, c) = 
=h(h(b,c),a)- lbcb-lc -1 by (6) and the relations of P~ 
= b( b-'h(h(b, c), a))- lCb-1¢- l
= bah(h(a - 1, b-1), ¢)Ch(h( C- l, a), b- l)cb-1¢- 1 
= bah(d, c)ch(c- l, a)b- lh(c- I, a)- lc- l, 
where d=h(a- l ,b  -1) as in (15), 
= bh(a, h(d, c))h(d, c)h(a, c)cb- lh(a, c-1)c- 1 
= b[h(a, d)d, h(a, c)c]h(a, c)cb-lh(a, c-1)c- 1 
by (10) 
by (14) and (6) 
by Case 1, since d • MA UB and A CA t3 B, 
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=[bh(a,d)d,h(a,c)c] by (13) 
= [h(a, b)b, h(a, c)c] by (15). 
Case 3: A cB  and C arbitrary. This follows from Case 2 by inverting both sides; 
note from (13) and (6) that the inverse of h(a, h(b, c))h(b, c) is h(a, h(c, b))h(c, b). 
Finally Lemma 1.5 in general follows from Case 3 in the same way as Case 2 
follows from Case 1. This completes the proof. [] 
2. r-universal crossed n-cubes 
In this section we study the crossed n-cubes of the kinds which arise in the applica- 
tions in the next section. 
For an integer a crossed n-cube (MA) will be called r-universal if it is 'freely 
generated by the MA with IAI _ r ' .  Formally, this means that if (NA) is a crossed 
n-cube such that 
NA=MA for IAI<_r, 
/zi on NA agrees with/z i on MA for [AI_< r, 
h on NA X bib agrees with h on MA X MB for IA (3 B I _< r, 
then there is a unique morphism (MA)-'* (NA) which is the identity on M A for 
IA[_ r. Evidently the universal catn-groups of [4] correspond to (n -  1)-universal 
crossed n-cubes under the equivalence of Theorem 1.3. 
In [4] there is a description of 1-universal crossed 2-cubes (MA): in such a 
2-cube, M(2 ) is a non-abelian tensor product of M{I} and M{2}, which reduces to 
the ordinary tensor product of M~ b} and M~2 ~ if the actions 
(a,b)~h(Izia, b)b:M{i}xM{j}-*M{j }, i= l , j=2  or i=2, j= l  
are trivial. We shall generalise this example in various ways. 
Given a crossed n-cube (MA) and given aCMA, A C(n), we shall write 
lza=(i~Alli)aEM~" 
We note that as a consequence of (4), 
ab=~ab for a~MA, b~MB with ACB. (10 
Theorem 2.1. Let (MA) be a 1-universal crossed n-cube and let A be a non-empty 
subset of (n). For ~: {1,... ,[A[}~A a bijection, let H~ be the subgroup Of MA 
generated by the elements 
h(xl, h(x2,...,h(XlA[-1,XlAI)... )), xiEgg(i)}. 
Then each subgroup H~ is normal, and for any freed k ~ A, M A is generated by the 
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(IAI-1)! subgroups H~ for which £(IAI)-k. 
(If A is a singleton and ~: {1}-+A the unique bijection, then H~ is to be taken 
as MA -) 
proof. Let x= h(xl, ..., h(XlA I_ I,XIA I) ... ) be a generator of a subgroup H~, and let 
y be any element of MA. By (16) and (11), 
yxy- 1 =Yx =UYx 
=UYh(Xl,..., h(XlA I -1 ,  XIAI) . . .  ) 
= h(~Yx l , . . . ,  h(~YXlA I- 1, IZYXlAI)... ), 
which is again a generator of H~. So H~ is normal. (This part of the proof does not 
use 1-universality.) 
To prove that MA is generated by the H~ with ~(IAI)= k, we use induction on 
[AI. If IAI = 1, then the result is obvious, so assume IA I -> 2. The argument of the 
last paragraph shows in general that Yx has the same form as x for x ~ M x, y ~ Mr, 
YCXC(,n), so we can often ignore superscripts during the argument. 
By 1-universality, MA is generated by elements obtained by repeated application 
of the h and/zi to the Mu (]UI-< 1). Because of (3) we may assume that the/zi are 
all applied before the h, so in fact each generator can be obtained from the M u 
(IUI _< 1) by iterated applications of the h. Since h(u, o) and h(v,u) are in Mu for 
u ~Mu, o ~Me, we can absorb the elements from M e, so each generator can be ob- 
tained from the M{i } by iterated applications of the h. 
We now see that MA is generated by elements of the form h(u,v) (u~Mu, 
o~Mv, UU V=A, U, V:/=O). Because of (4) we need such elements only when 
UN V= 0; because of (6) we need such elements only when k ~ V. We claim further 
that we need such elements only when U is a singleton. 
Indeed, if U is not a singleton, then by the inductive hypothesis Mt~ is generated 
by elements of the form h(w,x) (weMw,  x~Mx,  Wt.JX= U, WNX={), W,X~I}). 
Using (8), and neglecting superscripts as we may, we see that h(u, o) is a product 
of elements of the form h(h(w,x),u') (weMw,  x~.Mx, o'~Mv, WUX=U,  
WNX=t), W,X=#{}). But by (10) and (6), h(h(w,x),v') can be written in the form 
h(h(xl, vl), wl)- l h(h(v2, w2), x2)- 1 = h(wl, h(xl, vl))h(x2, h(o2, w2)) 
(xi e M X, ui e Mv, wi ~ Mw) (again we can neglect superscripts). Thus, if u ~ Mu, 
0~Mr with ULI V=A, UCt V={), U, V:#{}, ke  V, Unot a singleton, then h(u,v) is 
a product of similar elements h(u" o') (u'~Mt1,, v'eMr,)  with U' smaller than U. 
Iterating this, we see that we need such generators h(u, v) only for U a singleton. 
We now see that M A is generated by elements of the form h(x,y) (x~M{i}, 
Y~MA\{i}) with i¢A,  i=#k. Applying the inductive hypothesis to MA\{i} and using 
(9) we see tliat MA is generated by the generators of the H~ for which ~([A[)= k
(again we can ignore superscripts). This completes the proof. [] 
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Theorem 2.2. Let (MA) be a 1-universal crossed n-cube such that lUi: g{i } -~M 0 iS 
trivial for ie <n). Then the MA are abelian for A :gO, the functions h :MA xMs-* 
MA us are biadditive for A, B :g ~, and for A :g 0 and any fixed k e A the (IA[ - 1)! 
multiadditive maps 
(al,..., dla I) ~ h(al, h(a2,..., h(alA I_ 1, alAI)  - . -  )) : g{~(l)} ×""  X M{~tlAI)} ~M,~ 
((: {1,...,[AI}-'*A a bijection with (([A[)=k) express MA as the direct sum of 
( ]A[-  1)! copies of  (~i~AM{i}. Also all the Izi:MA~MA\{i} are trivial for i~A, 
and the h:MA XMB~Maus  are trivial for A t')B:gO. 
Proof .  From Theorem 2.1, (3) and (7) the  lz i :gA"*gA\{i }are trivial for i~A. 
From (4) and (7) the h :MA xMs~MAuB are trivial for ANB:gO. From (16) the 
action of MA on Ms is trivial if A C B and A :g 0; in particular putting B = A shows 
that MA is abelian for A :g0. It now follows from (8) and (9) that the h :MA xMs~ 
MAus are biadditive for A,B:gO. The result of Theorem 2.1 now gives an epi- 
morphism 
([al- 1)! 
O: (~ @ g{ i  } ~g A 
i~A 
for A ~:0. It remains to show that 0 is injective. 
We use the Lie-theoretic method of [9]. Let R be the free associative (non- 
commutative) ring generated by (~i~<n>M{i}. Construct a crossed n-cube (RA) as 
follows. First, R~ = M0, and for A :g 0, R A is the additive subgroup of R generated 
by [A[-fold products with one factor from each g{i  } ( leA). This means that 
R A = (~ M{((1)} (~)... ®M{6ctAI)} ( 
summed over all bijections ( :{  1, ..., IAI} ~A.  The Iui:RA ~ RA \ {i} (i cA)  are to be 
trivial. For A N B :g 0 the h : RA X Rs ~ RA us are to be trivial. For A N B = 0 and 
A, B :g 0 the h : RA × RB ~ RA us are given by 
h (a, b) = ab - ba. 
The h :R A XRB~RAuB where one of A,B is empty and the other is not are speci- 
fied by giving an action of Ro =Ma on RA (A :g0): we set 
° (al ... alA I) - (va l )  . . .  (°alAi) 
(o ~M~, ai e M{~(i)}, ( :  { 1, ..., [A [} ~A a bijection) and extend the action additively. 
Finally h : Ro x Re ~ R~ is the (group) commutator. 
It is straightforward to check that (RA) is a crossed n-cube. By 1-universality 
there is a homomorphism O : (MA)~ (RA) which is the identity on the g{i } and Me. 
It is easy to check that 00 is the obvious inclusion 
(~ (~ M{i} ~ (~ (~ g{i}, 
(~:£([Al)ffik} iEA all ~ ieA 
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so 0 is injective. This completes the proof. [] 
In the remainder of this section we consider an alternative generalisation of the 
1_universal crossed 2-cubes of [4]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (MA ) be an (n - 1)-universal crossed n-cube. Then M<n> has a pre- 
sentation with generators a® b (a e MA , b ~ MB , A U B = ( n ) , A f'I B = O, A, B :g O) 
and with relations: for a, a" ~ M A , b ~ MB, c ~ M c, d ~ MD with A, B, C, D ~= ~J, 
a®b=(b®a)  -1 if  AUB=(n) ,  ANB=fJ ,  (17) 
aa'®b=(aa'a- l  ®uab)(at~b) if A LJ B=(n) ,  AfiB=CJ, (18) 
(ah(a- l, b) ®Uac)(Ch(c- l,a) ®UCb)(bh(b- l, c) t~Uba) = 1 
if  AOBOC=(n) ,  ANB=ANC=Bf iC=O,  (19) 
lz ia®b=a®lzib if AUB=(n) ,  A f iB= {i}, A ,B~(n) ,  (20) 
(a ® b)(c ® d)(a ® b)- 1 = tua, ub] c ® tua, ub] d 
if  At . JB=Ct3D=(n) ,  A f iB=CND=O.  (21) 
Proof. It is easy to check, using (16), that equations (17)-(21) are consequences of
the defining equations (1)-(11) of a crossed n-cube if one identifies a®b with 
h(a, b). So to prove the theorem it suffices to show that there is a crossed n-cube 
(NA) which is the same as (MA) except where it involves N<n >, in which N<n > has the 
presentation described in the theorem, and in which h(a,b)=a®b for aeNA,  
b~Na with A I2B=(n), ACIB=O, A,B~O. 
To do this one has to construct homomorphisms lzi:N<n >-*N<n>\ {i} for 1 _< i_< n, 
and one has to construct functions h:NAXNB~NAua for AUB=(n) .  One can 
check that there are well-defined homomorphisms lui:N<n>~N<n>\{i } g ven by 
I~i(a®b)=h(izia, luib) for a®b a generator. For AL IB=(n)  with A,B~(n)  and 
a ~ NA , b ~ Na we set 
h(a'b)=( i~cla i )a®(j~Dlz j )b '  
where {C,D} is any partition of A f iB; in view of (20) it does not matter which par- 
tition is chosen. Also h:N<,,>×N<n>-'~N<,,> is of course the commutator. To get 
h:N.4 × Nn~N<n> where A = (n> or B = (n) but not both, one checks that there is 
a well-defined action of Na (A :~ (n>) on N<n> given on generators by 
a(b®c)=uab@uac, a~NA 
and then sets 
h(a, u) = (°u)u-  1, h(u, a) = u(°u) - 1 
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for a ~ NA, u ~ N<n>, A aft. It can now be checked that (NA) is a crossed n-cube, 
which completes the proof. Note that identities involving h :N  A XNB--*N<n > with 
A = (n) or B= (n) need to be checked only on generators of N<n>, since h is defined 
in terms of an action. Also, identities involving h : N A x NB-~N<n >with A, B~ <n) 
can usually be reduced to the case A f iB = fl by use of (4). [] 
We conclude this section with two special cases. 
Theorem 2.4. Let (M A) be an (n - 1)-universal crossed n-cube such that lai : M{i} -~ 
M~ is trivial for i ~ (n). Then the MA are abelian for A ~ 0, and M<n> is the quotient 
of 
(~ (MA ® MB) 
A UB= (n), A rlB--fl, A,B~=fl 
by the relations (written additively): 
a~b=-b®a for aeMA,  b~MB, AUB=(n) ,  Af iB=f l ,  A,B~O, (22) 
(h(a, b) ® c) + (h(c, a) ® b) + (h(b, c) ® a) = 0 
for a~MA, b¢MB, ceM c, AUBUC=<n),  A f iB=ANC=Bf iC=f l ,  
A,B, C ~fl, 
laia~ b = a~luib 
for aeMA,  b¢MB, AOB=<n), ANB={i} ,  A ,B~(n) .  
(23) 
(24) 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 it follows from (16) that the action of M A 
on Ms is trivial for A C B, A ~ fl; in particular MA is abelian for A #:ft. Of the rela- 
tions (17)-(21), (18) now reduces in view of (17) to biadditivity, (21) becomes trivial, 
and the rest reduce to (22)-(24). [] 
The other special case of Theorem 2.3 is not used in this paper. It is however used 
in [4], where there is a reference to the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a group and (M A) an (n-D-universal crossed n-cube 
(n_> 2) such that M A = G for all A ~ (n) and such that lui : MA "-* MA \ {i} is the identi- 
ty map for all As (n ) .  Then Mtn > has a presentation with generators a®b 
(a, b ¢ G) and relations: for all a, a', b, b' ¢ G, 
aa'®b=(aa'a -1®aba-1)(a®b), (25) 
a ® bb' = (a ~ b)(bab- l ® bb 'b- ~ ), (26) 
and for n >_ 3 also 
a®b=(b®a)  -1 (27) 
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proof. For n = 2 the result is given in [3], so suppose n>_ 3. Let N be the group with 
the presentation given in Theorem 2.5. For a, b, c e G write ab = aba-l in G and 
a(b @ c)= ab ® ac in N; clearly this defines an action of G on N. One now sees that 
(b, c) ~" b ® c: G x G--} N is a crossed pairing in the sense of [3]. From [3] the follow- 
ing identities hold in N: 
(a ® b)(c® d)(a® b)- 1 = [~ blc ® [~bld, (28) 
[a, b] ® c= (a® b)(Cb® Ca) (29) 
for a, b, c, d ¢ G. We have also 
(a[a- 1, b] ® ac)(C[c- t, a] ® Cb)(bIb- l, c] ® ha) = 1 (30) 
for a, b, c e G, since 
(a[a- l, b] ® ac)(C[c- l, a] ® Cb)(b[b- 1, C] ~ ba) = 
= (aia- 1, b] ® ac)(Ia, c] ® [c, blb)([c, b] ® ha) 
=(a[a-l,b]®°c)(a®c)(t*b]bc®tC'b]ba)([c,b]®ba) y (29) 
=(a[a-l,b]®c)([c,b]bc®ba) by (25) 
=(ba@c)(c®ba)= 1 by (27). 
In M<n> as presented in Theorem 2.3 we have dements a®b (a, be G) for each 
ordered partition of (n) into non-empty subsets A, B. But (20) shows that we get the 
same element of M<n > for each choice of partition, since n >_ 3. It is now clear that 
M<n> =N; we use (28) and (30) in particular. This completes the proof. [] 
3. Applications to n-cubes of maps and (n + D-ads 
In this section we apply the theory of crossed n-cubes to n-cubes of maps and 
(n + 1)-ads. We describe the fundamental crossed n-cube of an n-cube of maps, con- 
sider higher homotopy groups, and relate the theory to (n + 1)-ads. Finally we use 
the results of Section 2 to describe the homotopy groups of particular (n + 1)-ads. 
The methods generalise those applied to squares of maps and triads by Brown and 
Loday [2--4]. 
We shall parametrise an n-cube of maps as a commutative diagram X consisting 
of spaces XA (AC(n))  and maps XA'-~XAo{i} (AC(n),  ie(n), i~A). For in- 
stance, if n = 2 we get a commutative square 
Xo 'X{1} 
X{2) ' X<2> 
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As in [3, 4] an n-cube of maps Xyields an n-cube of fibrations X. This we shall para. 
metrise as a commutative diagram consisting of spaces -~A,B (A, B disjoint subsets 
of <n)) and fibrations 
.~rAU{i},B") XA, B"').~A, BU{i} , A f')B=O, i e (n) \ (A O B). 
This contains an n-cube of maps (:?0,,) homotopy equivalent to X (i.e. there is a 
morphism X--+()~o,,) consisting of homotopy equivalences XB~J~0,B). For in- 
stance, if n = 2 we get a commutative diagram 
"~"<2), 0 ' ":~'{2}, 0 ) "~{2}, { I} 
-S{ 1 }, {2} ' -,J~o, {2} ' .,~, <2) 
in which the rows and columns are fibrations and the square at the bottom right is 
homotopy equivalent to X. We note an obvious fact. 
Proposition 3.1. I f  ,~ is an n-cube of fibrations, then f(A.B is the intersection over 
i eA  of the fibres of X~,B~O, BU{i}. 
Thus an n-cube of maps X yields an n-cube of fibrations 2 .  As in [3, 4] this in 
turn yields a fundamental oath-group IIiX, which by Theorem 1.3 we may regard 
as a crossed n-cube. When we do so we find that 
(HIX)A=rq(X'A,~) for AC<n) 
and the IZi:(IIIX)A~(HIX)A\{i} (i~A) are induced by the maps in the n-cube of 
fibrations. 
Next we bring higher homotopy groups into the picture. Let q = (ql, ---, qn) be an 
n-tuple of positive integers, fixed in what follows. For A a subset of (n), write 
A*= {(i,r): i~A, r is an integer, l <_r<_qi} 
(thus I A*t = ~,i~A qi). Given an n-cube of maps X we shall construct a (ql +""  + qn)- 
cube of maps Xq indexed by the subsets of (n)* as follows: 
Xq, A=XA., where A'={i~(n):  {/}*cA}, 
each map in Xq is either an identity map or a map in X. 
For instance, that n = 1 and q1 = 2. Then X, is the square 
&a-----) x<l> 
As before, the (ql + -a- + q&cube of maps X4 gives rise to a (qr + ..a + q,)-cube 
of fibrations Xq and to a fundamental crossed (qr + a.. + q,)-cube nix,. This con- 
tains a crossed n-cube n,X given by 
(n,X)A = (nlX,>,* - nl(&A*,fl) for A c(n), 
and we take this as the higher crossed n-cube of X. 
Suppose for instance that n = 1, q1 = 2. Then the spaces of X4 are given up to 
homotopy type as 
u&m, = fh(q3), wp),,, = Mql>,td = %(X(,),dr 
and pl : &X),r,+ Cn,X)s is trivial. 
We can easily compute the spaces in Xq in general, though the results are nota- 
tionally complicated. Call a sextuple (A, B, C, A ‘, A “, C’) canonical if 
(i) A,& C are disjoint subsets of (n), 
(ii) A ‘, A “, C’ are disjoint subsets of (n)*, 
(iii) p(A’) =A, &I”) CA, p(C’) = C, where p : (n)*+(n) is projection onto the 
first factor, 
(iv) for every i E C there exists r such that (i, r) E (n>*, (i r) $ C’. 
The point of this is that any pair of disjoint subsets of (n>* can be written in the 
form 
for a unique canonical sextuple (A, B, C, A ‘,A “, C’). For instance, if n = 6, q = 
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(2,2, 2,2,2,2), 
D = {(1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 1), (3, 2)}, E = {(2, 2), (4, 1), (4, 2), (5, 1)}, 
then (D,E)=(A'AnUB*UC ') where A ={1,2,3}, B={4}, C={5}, A '=D,  A'--. 
{(2,2)}, C '= {(5, 1)}. 
Proposition 3.2. Let X be an n-cube of maps and (A,B, C,A ',A ~, C') be a canonical 
sextuple. Then 
Io, IA'I-IAIXA, B if A 'UA" -A*  
Xq, A',A'UB*UC'~--- otherwise.-" ' 
Proof. This is immediate from the definition if A ', hence also A and A n, are empty. 
Otherwise Xq,,4;,4-us.uc, is the fibre of 
~, : ~q,A'\ {(i,r)},A.UB*UC,-'~ Xq,A'\ {(i,r)},A.U{(i,r)}UB*UC , 
for any ( / , r )cA' .  If A'OA '~A* ,  then Proposition 3.1 shows that a is a map be- 
tween intersections of fibres of equivalent maps, so X'q,,4,,,4.uB,uc, is contractible. 
If A'OAn=A * and IA' I = IAI, then Xq, a,,4.uB.uc.=Xa, n by definition and by 
Proposition 3.1. Finally, for A '  O A n = A* and IA 'l > I A I the result follows by induc- 
tion on IA ' I -  [A I, using the fibration a for an (i, r) so chosen that there exists (/, s) 
inA  nwi ths~r .  [] 
Corollary 3.3. Let X be an n-cube of maps. Then 
(i) I IqX contains all the non-trivial groups in 171Xq, 
(ii) if i~AC<n) and qi> l, then 
~i : (17qX)A "~ ( l~qX)A  \ {i} 
is trivial. 
Proof. (i) By Proposition 3.2, (II1Xq)A,=Ttl(Xq, A;B) can  be non-trivial only if 
A'=A* for some AC<n}, in which case (HIXq)A. is (HqX),4. 
(ii) Here/zi is induced by Xq,,4,e~Xq, A.\{i}.,e, which factors through a contrac- 
tible space X'¢,A, ~ for any set A '  properly between A* and A*\{i}*.  [] 
Next we relate the theory to (n + 1)-ads. For our purposes an (n + l)-ad will be an 
n-cube of maps X such that all the maps are inclusions and XAna--XANX B for 
A, BC<n}. We shall write Xi-X<n>\{i } for l~i<__n; we then have 
XA = ~ Xi for A ~: <n). 
i~A 
Clearly an (n + 1)-ad in this sense is determined by a space X<n> together with n sub- 
spaces Xl, ... ,Xn all containing the base-point. So our (n+ 1)-ad X is  equivalent to 
the classical (n+ l)-ad (X~n>;XI,...,Xn). One can also cheek that the homotopy 
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groups of the spaces XA, B in the corresponding n-cube of fibrations are (IAl+ 1)-ad 
homotopy groups (see [1]). The precise statement is as follows. 
proposition 3.4. I f  X is an (n + 1)-ad, then 
1tin(fleA, B) = ltm+]AI(XAuB; XAuBNX i" lEA) 
for A, BC (n), A NB=fJ. 
We now apply Proposition 3.2 to obtain 
proposition 3.5. Let X be an (n + 1)-ad and (A,B, C,A',A ~, C') be a canonical sex- 
tuple. Then 
=m(Xq, ,A'UB'UC') 
= Iom+IA'](XAoB; XAuBNXi  : i EA) 
In particular 
(IlqX),4 = nlA.i + I(X A ; XA N Xi : i ~ A ) 
for A C (n). 
i f  A 'UA"=A* ,  
otherwise. 
(Recall that IA*l= T.i  A qi.) 
The arguments of [4] show that if X is an (n + 1)-ad, then the h-functions in I l eX  
are generalised Whitehead products, up to sign. 
We now come to the applications. Following [3] we call an n-cube of maps X con- 
nected if each space XA, B in the corresponding n-cube of fibrations is path- 
connected. We shall call the n-cube of maps q-connected if each J~A,B is (~,iEa qi)" 
connected. In view of Proposition 3.4, an (n + 1)-ad X is q-connected if and only 
if for all disjoint A, BC(n)  we have 
7tm(XAtJB; XAoBOXi : i~A)=O for m< ~ qi. 
ieA 
The following is immediate from Proposition 3.2: 
Proposition 3.6. An n-cube o f  maps X is q-connected i f and only i f  Xq is con- 
nected. 
Brown and Loday [4] have shown that if X is an (n + 1)-ad such that Xl,... ,  Xn 
is an open covering of X<n> and the n-ads (Xi;XiNXj: j : / : i )  are connected for 
1 _< i_< n, then X is connected and ]'/1X is (n - D-unlversal. (Recall that their univer- 
sal catn-groups correspond to our (n -  1)-universal crossed n-cubes under the equi- 
valence of Theorem 1.3.) In view of Proposition 3.4 the connectedness hypothesis 
of their theorem is equivalent o ~A,B being connected for AUB~(n) .  The 
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theorem extends to higher homotopy groups as follows. 
Theorem 3.7. Let X be an (n + 1)-ad such that XI, ... ,Xn is an open cover of  X<n>. 
Suppose that the n-ad 
(Xi; X inX j :  j~:i) 
is (ql,---,qi-l,qi+l, ...,qn)-connected for  1 <_i<_n. Let 
Q=ql+' "+qn.  
Then X is q-connected and l leX is (n -  1)-universal. Hence 
7tm(X(n);Xl,...,Xn)=O for  m<_Q 
and 
<x<n>; 
has the presentation of  Theorem 2.3 in terms of  the 
nla. I+ I(XA ; Xa NXi: i e A) = (HqX)x . 
I f  qi> 1 for all i, then XQ+ l(X<,o; X1, . . . ,Xn) has the presentation of  Theorem 2.4. 
Proof. It is straightforward to check from the definition of Xq that Xq is a (Q + l)- 
ad with the Xq,<n>*\{(tr)} ((i,r)e(n)*) forming an open cover of Xq,<n>.. If 
(A, B, C, A ', A % C') is a canonical sextuple such that A' O (A # O B* t3 C' ) .  ( n ) *, then 
A' t3A#.A  * or AOB. (n) .  Either way it follows from Proposition 3.2 that 
Xq, A;A'UB*UC" is path-connected; note that 
[A ' I - IA]<IA*] - IA[= ~., (qi -  1). 
ieA 
So Brown and Loday's theorem tell us that Xq is connected and I I IX  q is 
(l(n)*t-1)-universal. By Proposition 3.6, X is q-connected, which includes the 
assertion that nm(X<n>;Xl,...,Xn)=O for m<_Q, by Proposition 3.5. Also the 
([(n)*[- 1)-universality of l l IX  q gives the (n -  1)-universality of HeX by Corollary 
3.30). So (HqX)<n> has the presentation of Theorem 2.3. If qi> 1 for all i, then 
lzi:(HqX){i}-,(IIeX)~ is trivial for 1 <_i<_n by Corollary 3.3(ii), so (llqX)<n> has 
the presentation of Theorem 2.4. [] 
Our final result is an iterated application of Theorem 3.7. 
Theorem 3.8. Let X be an (n + 1)-ad such that X1, ... ,Xn are open subsets o f  X<n> 
and every point o f  X<n> is in at least n - 1 o f  the Xi. Suppose that ~ie<n> Xi is path- 
connected and that (X{i}; [")j~<n>Xj) is qi-connected for  1 <_i<_n. Let 
Q=q1+'"+qn. 
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Then X is q-connected and FlqX is 1-universal. Hence 
7~m(X<n>; Xl,...,Xn)=O for m<Q 
and nQ+l(X<n>; XI,...,Xn) is generated by iterated Whitehead products 
[al, [a2, ..., [an-1, an] ... ]] 
(ai6Tfq~(i,+l(X{~(i)},NjE<n)Xj) for a permutation ( of (n) with ((n)=n). If  qi > 1 
for all i, then these Whitehead products yield an isomorphism 
,n-l): (X{ ) ne+l(x<,,>; Xl , . . . ,x , , )= ® nq,+l Xj . 
iegn) je(n) 
This generalises the theorem of Barratt and Whitehead [1, 5.3], which requires 
qi>_2 and NjE(n) Xj tO be 1-connected. 
Proof. The condition that each point of X<n > should be in at least (n - 1) of the X i 
implies that for each A C (n), the X A NXi (i cA) form an open covering of XA. So 
an inductive application of Theorem 3.7 shows that X is q-connected and that for 
each A C (n) with [A I _> 2 the crossed IA [-cube ((HqX)B: BCA) is (IAI - l)-universal. 
It follows by induction on the size of A that each crossed [A[-cube ((IIcX)B: BCA) 
(AC(n)) is 1-universal; in particular FleX is 1-universal. The rest now follows 
from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 as in the proof of Theorem 3.7. [] 
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